Efficient portfolio is a portfolio that yields maximum expected return given a level of risk or has a minimum level of risk given a level of expected return. However, the optimal portfolios do not seem to be as efficient as intended. Especially during financial crisis period, optimal portfolio is not an optimal investment as it does not yield maximum return given a specific level of risk, and vice versa. One possible explanation for an unimpressive performance of the seemingly efficient portfolio is incorrectness in parameter estimates called "estimation risk in parameter estimates". Six different estimating strategies are employed to explore ex-postportfolio performance when estimation risk is incorporated. These strategies are traditional Mean-Variance (EV), Adjusted Beta (AB) approach, Resampled Efficient Frontier (REF), Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM), Single Index Model (SIM), and Single Index Model incorporating shrinkage Bayesian factor namely, Bayesian Single Index Model (BSIM). Among the six alternative strategies, shrinkage estimators incorporating the single index model outperform other traditional portfolio selection strategies. Allowing for asset mispricing and applying Bayesian shrinkage adjusted factor to each asset's alpha, a single factor namely, excess market return is adequate in alleviating estimation uncertainty.
Introduction
Efficient portfolio is a portfolio that yields maximum expected return given a level of risk or has a minimum level of risk given a level of expected return. Traditional efficient portfolio and its extension incorporating single factor model as suggested by Markowitz [1] , Sharpe [2] , and Elton, Gruber, Padberg [3] , and Michaud [4] had been explored and implemented in active portfolio management. Optimal portfolio or the active portfolio is determined at the tangency of the capital allocation line and the efficient frontier. Portfolio or asset allocation came into play dividing individual wealth investing in three investment choices. The first choice of investment is an active portfolio, the second is the market index portfolio or passive portfolio, and the third is riskless asset or cash. However, performance of an investment strategy recommended by a fund manager, mostly, is not impressive. Especially during the financial crisis period, optimal portfolio is not an optimal investment as intended. One possible explanation for an unimpressive performance of the seemingly efficient portfolio is incorrectness in parameter estimates called "estimation risk in parameter estimates". Two crucial parameters in an efficient portfolio construction are expected return and variancecovariance matrix. Estimation risk in portfolio formation is caused by treating sample estimates as true parameters. This paper aims at taking estimation risk in parameter estimates into account when constructing an efficient frontier using empirical Bayesian shrinkage incorporating single factor (index) model and comparing Bayesian portfolio's performance with other portfolio formation strategies during two financial crisis periods.
Various studies in the past can be divided into three groups. The first group conducted their studies based on historical data ignoring estimation risk. This group includes Markowitz [1] , Sharpe [2] , Kraus and Litzenberger [5] , Kroll, Levy and Markowitz [6] , and Chunhachinda et al. [7, 8] . The second group of studies took estimation risk 2 Economics Research International into account by proposing a Bayesian or resample efficient frontier approach using historical data together with Monte Carlo estimation process; for example, Stein [9] , Kalymon [10] , Barry [11] , Klein and Bawa [12] , Brown [13] , Chen and Brown [14] , Jorion [15] , Horst et al. [16] , Markowtiz and Usmen [17] , and Michaud [18] . The third group focused on the asset pricing approach by incorporating a factor model such as the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) and/or Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT) in the portfolio selection process, for example, Polson and Tew [19] , and Pāstor [20] . The third group uses a factor model to benchmark the performance of a recommended portfolio. Portfolio optimization is performed based on historical data to estimate two crucial parameters of the model, namely, expected return and variance-covariance matrix. Estimation risk due to treating sample estimates as true parameters had been taken into account in optimal portfolio formation via Bayesian Portfolio Optimization process.
Studies regarding the effect of estimation risk on an optimal portfolio have been conducted by a lot of scholars. Barry [11] stated that estimation risk does not change the efficient set but will affect the optimal portfolio. Bawa, Brown, and Klein [21] and Klein and Bawa [12] stated that, when estimation risk is taken into account, assuming that security returns are generated by a stationary multivariate normal distribution for which the investor has a diffuse prior, the effects of estimation risk on the selection of an optimal portfolio from a set of risky assets cause the location, but not the composition, of the efficient frontier to change. Frost and Savarino [22] suggested portfolio selection within a Bayesian framework to deal with estimation risk and stated that using classical mean to estimate expected return and other moments of asset returns leads to suboptimal portfolio choices resulting in a loss of investor utility. Jorion [15] indicated that uncertainty about parameter values leads to suboptimal portfolio choices resulting in a loss in utility if historical average is used as a true parameter estimate. As documented in Jorion [15, 23] , the James-Stein estimator is derived from the summation of components of a quadratic loss function using a shrinkage function to estimate parameter values and is used to validate the claim that sample mean is an inadmissible estimator. Effron and Morris [24] have proven that the James-Stein estimator dominates MLE with good rules of Bayesian properties. Jorion [15, 23] extended the work of James-Stein to a BayesStein shrinkage mean assuming that variance parameters are known.
Britten-Jones [25] used 20 years of data on 11 country stock indexes to test hypotheses about the weights of meanvariance efficient portfolios. The evidence documented that sampling error in estimates of the weights of global efficient portfolios is as large as when the return vector and variancecovariance matrix are estimated by a traditional approach. This means that the portfolio risks of the traditionally suggested efficient portfolios will be underestimated compared with that of optimal portfolio incorporating estimation risk. Taking estimation uncertainty in portfolio construction process, Michaud [4] proposed Resample Efficiency technique introducing Monte Carlo methods based on eight asset classes (Eight asset classes are Canada, France, Germany, Japan, U.K., U.S. equities, and U.S. and Euros government/corporate bonds.) of 18 years historical data. Resampled Efficiency approach solved two major drawbacks of traditional portfolio namely, concentrated and instability portfolios. Traditional portfolio optimization yields the concentrated portfolio by which some assets never enter the solution and few assets are included in the optimal portfolio composition. Instability portfolio implies that any small change in input parameters cause wide fluctuation in results. Markowitz and Usmen [17] performed experiment on portfolio performance between resampled and diffuse Bayes portfolios and reported that resampled efficient portfolios outperform those of diffuse Bayes portfolios. He [26] revised an information updating model of Treynor and Black [27] within a Bayesian framework accounting for alpha uncertainty. By varying level of overall active risk budget and centering alpha on its equilibrium level of zero, the result indicated that pension fund managers can reflects the overall confidence in the ability of active management. However, no recommendation for a better portfolio formation strategy had been made.
This study emphasizes investigating and suggesting an appropriate portfolio formation strategy by applying Bayesian shrinkage estimation to portfolio selection when uncertainty about parameter values exists. Two major portfolio formation strategies are (i) optimized portfolio within a traditional mean-variance efficient and (ii) optimized portfolio applying shrinkage asset return incorporating a factor model approach. Model and methodology are discussed in Section 2. The data and descriptive statistics of sectorial returns are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 elaborates empirical evidences. The last section is the conclusion.
Model and Methodology
Estimation risk in parameters of asset return can be treated appropriately under a Bayesian framework with either noninformative or informative prior distribution to shrink value of parameter estimate towards an equilibrium value, or grand mean. The informative prior in this study is that all asset return characteristics comply with a factor model such as, the single index model. This means that, if asset characteristics based on historical average differ from the single index model, expected predictive returns will be drawn toward the expected return suggested by the factor model. Six alternative approaches in constructing an optimal portfolio are explored. The first is traditional portfolio selection treating historical estimates as true parameters. The second alternative is an optimal portfolio based on Adjusted Beta as widely used in the industry. The common adjusted beta, as suggested by Merrill Lynch, is the weighted average between sample beta estimate and the market beta. Adjusted beta = 2/3(beta i ) + (1/3)(beta m ). The third approach is Resampled Efficiency approach averaging optimal weights of the same ranked portfolio. The fourth portfolio formation strategy is based on Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM). The fifth strategy is traditional Single Index Model (SIM) allowing Given that an investor has T observations for each individual N traded assets. Let R be asset return matrix with dimension T × N; m i is a vector of expected returns of securities, and Σ is a population variance-covariance matrix of security returns. Returns are calculated with both continuous (difference of log price) and discrete returns (ratio of adjusted price difference). Results based on continuous and discrete return calculations are not different. Alternative models discussed below suggest that, by specifying different beliefs in prior distribution, portfolio selection yields different results.
Traditional Mean-Variance Approach, Resampled Efficiency Frontier (REF), Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM), and Traditional Single Index Model (SIM) Approach.
Within a traditional mean-variance portfolio selection framework, sample estimates are treated as true parameters. This approach can be called the certainty equivalence method, and estimation risk is not taken into account. Hence, the sample mean vector and sample covariance matrix are major inputs in the portfolio optimization process as shown in (1) .
where m i = sample mean vector, S = sample variancecovariance matrix, R i = ( r i1 , r i2 , . . . , r iT ) = excess return of each individual asset, T = number of observations, n = number of assets, ι = (1, 1, . . . , 1). Resampled Efficiency Frontier (REF) generates observed asset returns by Monte Carlo approach from two major parameters given that asset returns follow multivariate normal distribution. After each set of observed returns are generated, efficient frontier spanning from minimum variance portfolio to maximum return portfolio is constructed using traditional mean variance optimization approach. One hundred and one portfolios are determined on each efficient frontier, and corresponding allocated weights are recorded. The distance between minimum and maximum returns is equally split. Repeating the same processes for 500 times, we have 500 different sets of parameter inputs and 500 efficient frontiers. Number of observed returns is 500 sets as suggested in Markowitz and Usmen [17] . The original set of inputs is denoted as (μ 0 , Ω 0 ) and obtained input sets are denoted as ( μ 1 , Ω 1 ), ( μ 2 , Ω 2 ), . . . , ( μ 500 , Ω 500 ). Portfolios Ranked 1 are the minimum variance portfolio and portfolios ranked 101 are maximum return portfolios. Averaging optimal weights of each ranked portfolio from 500 efficient frontiers, we obtain average resample weights. Portfolio risk and return are calculated in the last step.
Within the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) and a single index model approach, asset return generating process is stated as shown in (2) and (3), respectively,
where R = vector of expected excess return on each individual asset, R mt = vector of expected excess market index return, β = vector of beta coefficient, C ≡ α β = coefficient vector, U ∼ N(0, Σ ⊗ I T ) = residual matrix containing residual term of each asset, ε i , I T = identity matrix with rank T.
Residual terms in matrix U are assumed to be independent, serially uncorrelated, and homoskedastic. Two crucial parameters, expected return and variance-covariance matrix for an individual asset, in efficient portfolio formation are shown below:
where: σ If market efficient hypothesis holds, alpha or the intercept term in the single index model will be zero. When alpha has a nonzero value, it indicates mispricing for the set of traded assets. Portfolio managers can outperform the market by determining and investing in nonzero alpha assets.
Bayesian Single Index Model (BSIM).
Within this framework, the objective is to determine posterior distribution of parameter estimates; likelihood function and prior distribution must be determined via the conjugate function. He [26] suggests that the selected conjugate function with return generating process is given by (5) , and prior distribution of the coefficient vector, C, and the variance-covariance matrix, Σ, are given in (6)
where
where Distribution, H 0 = S 2 I N , S 2 = Average of diagonal elements of the sample residual error matrix. Posterior distribution can be determined by collecting terms from the product of likelihood function and prior distribution as shown below:
where Construct an optimal portfolio based on the single index model; if an investor has a strong belief that the market is efficient and there is no mispricing, alpha will be zero and the model converges to the equilibrium model CAPM. In real world, there are some room to make abnormal return by searching assets with nonzero alpha to capitalize on mispricing phenomenon. Shrinkage Bayesian model presented in this paper suggests that if mispricing exists, estimation risk in parameter estimates, α and β, should be taken into account by shrinking the two estimates to its equilibrium value with the Bayesian adjustment factor shown below:
To form a portfolio that incorporates estimation risk, we apply Bayesian concepts to alleviate the effect of estimation risk. As discussed in Section 1, both informative and noninformative prior distributions are applied in constructing the optimal portfolio. Incorporating estimation risk in a portfolio formation strategy would improve portfolio performance. To validate this claim, an empirical test was performed.
Portfolio Performance.
Two portfolio performance measurements are used in this study, namely, expected utility and Sharpe's Ratio. The ultimate goal of an investor is maximizing one's terminal wealth leading to maximize one's expected utility. The first portfolio performance measurement is stated below:
where EU = expected utility of each portfolio, E = portfolio return, λ = coefficient of degree of risk aversion: 0.5, 1, 2, V = portfolio variance. Given a different level of degree of risk aversion, expected utility of each portfolio from each strategy will be assessed. Among all portfolio formation strategies, the portfolio possessing the highest expected utility is considered as the best performance portfolio.
Since only two moments are used in constructing an optimal portfolio, the second portfolio performance measurement is Sharpe's ratio. The best strategy among six strategies will yield highest Sharpe's ratio. Ex ante portfolio performance measurements are compared to out-of-sample ex-post-portfolio performance measurements. The better portfolio formation strategy leads to a higher expected utility and Sharpe's ratio for both in-and out-of-sample data. (Taiwan) to 462.27 (Colombia). It can be observed that the spread of variation of information ratio was wider in the second subperiod reflecting the recent subprime financial crisis. The high value of the information ratio is the characteristic which indicates that the shrinkage Bayesian would apply.
Data and Descriptive Statistics

Empirical Evidence
Theoretically, an ideal estimator would yield the same result as the true or future observed value. The only situation in which an ideal estimator would exist is when there is perfect information for an estimated parameter. Practically, an ideal estimator is impossible due to lack of perfect information. Thus, a good estimator is the best that can be expected. In this study, the realized or observed industrial index return is treated as the true average return. Estimation error or mean squares forecast error is defined as the difference between true average return and estimated mean return for each sector. Estimated values from each strategy are defined as exante estimates and observed or realized returns are defined as expost values.
For each period, optimal weights are computed for each strategy. Ex-ante-portfolio return is computed for the following out of sample month. The first subperiod, ranging from January 1995 to December 2001, is the base window for the optimal weights of the first period. Exante portfolio returns are computed and recorded for the next period, which is January 2002. Observed out of sample or expost return in January 2002 for each country is recorded based on the optimal weights from the exante portfolio. The same process is repeated for the second subperiod which ranges from January 2002 to December 2008. The expost return is out of the sample observed in January 2009. From these exante and realized monthly returns and average portfolio risk, the expected utility and Sharpe's ratios of those portfolios are compared. A better portfolio strategy would yield a higher expected utility and Sharpe's ratio and lower differences between ex-ante-and ex-post-average values. Among six portfolio formation strategies, traditional portfolio approach (EV) has the largest variation as its monthly excess portfolio risk fluctuates widely while other formation strategies have intact ex-ante-and ex-postportfolio risks. As documented, the exante monthly portfolio risk of EV portfolios ranges from 8.84 percent, 10.56 percent, and 4.36 percent to 0.93 percent, 1.37 percent, and 0.20 percent in total sample period, the first subperiod, and the second subperiod, respectively. The lowest deviation between ex ante and ex-post-average excess portfolio risk is that of BSIM.
The Bayesian Single Index Model (BSIM) or Bayesian Portfolio incorporating a factor model performs best on an exante and expost basis. From exante Sharpe's Ratio, BSIM produces the largest Sharpe's Ratio and the portfolio constructed based on CAPM approach has the lowest ratio. BSIM's exante Sharpe's Ratios are the largest at 0.31, 0.29, and 0.511 in the total sample period, first subperiod, and second subperiod, respectively. The traditional meanvariance efficient portfolio approach (EV) yields the lowest Sharpe's Ratio of −10.15, −1.50, and −10.45 based on expost average in each of sample period. Among optimized portfolio strategies, it can be concluded that the expost performance of the Bayesian portfolio approach exceeded that of the traditional approach.
An alternative measure of portfolio performance is the expected utility taking into account portfolio risk, return, and degrees of risk aversion. Three degrees of risk aversion are used to explore effect of investor's risk preference on portfolio performance. The higher the expected utility indicates the better performance of a portfolio. Table 3 exhibits maximum expected utility from different portfolio formation strategy given different degree of risk aversion (A), A = 0.5, 1, and 2. Portfolios constructed by BSIM approach yield the highest expected utility for all levels of risk aversion degrees. Results from Table 3 reassure that allowing for mispricing in asset prices in Bayesian portfolio formation strategy; BSIM portfolios outperform those of traditional approaches.
Conclusion
Empirical results indicate that when estimation uncertainty is taken into account, the shrinkage Bayesian strategy incorporating single index model (BSIM) outperforms the Traditional portfolio selection strategy such as mean-variance efficient, Adjusted Beta model, Resampled Efficient Frontier model, CAPM, and single index model based on both exante and expost performances. This study not only demonstrates the benefits from using shrinkage estimators to alleviate estimation uncertainty problem but also suggests an appropriate portfolio selection strategy, namely, an optimized portfolio incorporating a single index model or BSIM. Shrinkage Bayesian model presented in this paper suggests that if mispricing exists, estimation risk in parameter estimates, α and β, should be taken into account by shrinking the two estimates to its equilibrium value with the Bayesian adjustment factor. The major contribution of this study is that allowing for asset mispricing and applying Bayesian shrinkage adjusted factor to each asset's alpha given that alpha will be shrunk toward market equilibrium condition or at zero alpha value, a single factor namely, excess market return is adequate in alleviating estimation uncertainty.
